2. Description and analysis
of the Dandaron mandala

A copy (photo reproduction) of the Dandaron mandala can be found in a small
one-story temple in the center of the Buryat capital, Ulan-Ude (see Fig. 27),
where it hangs to the right of the altar between two windows. Its size is ca
1.3 x 1.3 m, which most probably corresponds to the size of the original mandala.
An interesting fact is that this reproduction of the mandala does not precisely
copy the original: the figure of Vajrabhairava in the inner circle is rotated
clockwise by ninety degrees (it lies on its side); this is probably a technical
mistake, which occurred when the reproduction was made. What is important
however, is that the mandala is hanging in the temple where rituals in 2006 were
conducted by “the last person to enter Dandaron’s sangha”, Tsyvan Anchenovich
Dashitsyrenov (Tsyvan Lamkhai).1 This means that the Dandaron mandala has
not been forgotten after the death of its painter. On the contrary, it continues to
occupy a place in the contemporary lived religion in Buryatia.
The picture of the mandala became widely known thanks to Vladimir
M. Montlevich, who published a small color reproduction in his book Bidia
D. Dandaron – Izbrannye stati: Chernaya tetrad; Materialy k biografii; Istoria Kukunora;
Suma Kenpo [Bidia D. Dandaron – Selected Works: The Black Notebook; Materials to
the Biography, Kukunor History, in Russian], Saint Petersburg: Evrazia 2006. Lama
Tsyvan continues in the tradition of Dandaron’s micro-sangha and it was he who
concelebrated the ritual of the White Stupa of Vajrasattva, dedicated to Bidia
D. Dandaron in the Kizhinga valley on the 18th of September 2006.2
1
Vladimir M. Montlevich (ed.), Bidia D. Dandaron – Izbrannye stati…, p. 387.
2
For details about the construction and consecration of the White Stupa, see Andrey A. Terentyev,
“O stupe Dandarona” [About the Dandaron’s Stupa, in Russian], Buddizm Rossii 40, 2006, pp. 66–67.
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Fig. 27

Lama Tsyvan Dashitsyrenov (on the left) in his temple in Ulan-Ude, talking to the author. Dandaron mandala hangs between the two windows. (October 2006, photograph by Andrej Fukas)

Lama Tsyvan Dashitsyrenov, who continues in Dandaron’s tradition in the
capital of Buryatia, also provided a valuable testimony of his first meeting with
the teacher, Bidia D. Dandaron:
“When highly educated people, coming from the western USSR, started visiting B. D.
Dandaron, the authorities (i.e. KGB, author’s note) began to worry; they faced a new
phenomenon, which, for them, was difficult to comprehend. Once, when I came from
Irkutsk to see my father Anchin Dashitsyrenov for the holidays, I met with his teacher,
Bidia D. Dandaron. It was then that Bidia D. Dandaron said Buddhism was going to
spread through geometric progression throughout Russia. (…) After Dandaron and
his disciples were imprisoned, many, especially older people, were frightened and
feared that another year like 1937 might be coming… I was convinced that we must adhere to our belief and plunge into the center of events. They begged me, threatened
me with imprisonment, and thereby confirmed my belief more than ever. That year
was decisive for me and predestined my later life.”3

3
Andrey M. Strelkov, “Bidia Dandaron: Zhiznenny put i dukhovny podvig” [Bidia Dandaron: The
Life and Spiritual Development, in Russian], Tainy Buryatii, spetsvypusk, 2003, p. 20.
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2.1. Religious or “theological” approach

The mandala itself can be “read” in several ways; the main approaches being
the religious and the academic one. The first approach represents an attitude of
a believer and is the primary way of “reading” the mandala.
The visual anthropology expert David Morgan aptly describes such an
approach on the general level:
“The study of visual culture will regard the image as part of a cultural system of
production and reception, in which original intention does not eclipse the use to
which images are put by those who are not their makers. Scholars will therefore
investigate not only the image itself but also its role in narrative, perception, scientific
and intellectual classification, and all manner of ritual practices, such ceremonies, giftgiving, commerce, memorialization, migration and display – thereby understanding
the image as part of the social construction of reality.”4

To understand the Dandaron mandala according to this approach therefore
does not mean to restrict oneself to the “theological”, immediately religious,
aspects of the mandala, but also to take note of its extra-religious context.5

2.1 Religious or “theological” approach
The religious or theological approach is the basic form of interpreting the mandala. This was the main reason for creating the mandala; as a meditation aid of
one particular group of Buddhists in a particular time and place.
Most information about this way of reading, or more precisely of “using”
the Dandaron mandala can be found in an extensive book written by Vladimir
M. Montlevich, one of the first disciples of Bidia D. Dandaron. The author
mentions certain events surrounding the origins of the mandala, in particular the
date of its completion6 (19 October 1974, i.e. a week before Dandaron’s death);
4
David Morgan, The Sacred Gaze: Religious Visual Culture in Theory and Practice, Berkeley – Los
Angeles – London: University of California Press 2005, p. 30.
5
Further recommended reading on this topic includes: Meher McArthur, Reading Buddhist Art:
An Illustrated Guide to Buddhist Signs and Symbols, London: Thames and Hudson 2002; regarding
mandalas: Denise Patry Leidy –Robert A. F. Thurman, Mandala: The Architecture of Enlightenment,
New York – Boston: Asia Society Galleries, Tibet House, and Shambhala 1997; Tibetan meditation
and visualization of mandalas: Luis O. Gómez, “Two Tantric Meditations: Visualizing the Deity,”
in: Donald S., Lopez, Jr. (ed.), Buddhism in Practice, Princeton: Princeton University Press 1995, pp.
318–327; and Jonathan Landaw – Andy Weber, Images of Enlightenment: Tibetan Art in Practice, Ithaca,
NY: Snow Lion Publications 1993.
6
“Everyone knew what had happened [Bidia D. Dandaron’s death on 26 October 1974,
author’s note], but no one spoke about it. Not a single word. Everyone dealt with it alone and
without words. The teacher left on the 26th day and the Vajrabhairava mandala was finished and
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however, he does not mention any concrete description of the subject of the
depiction. A partial description of the mandala, which can be found on the internet
website,7 does not contain explanation of Dandaron’s line and the individual
figures either.
The Dandaron mandala is a circular painting with multiple depictions of the
deity, Vajrabhairava, whose name is depicted in the center. This type of mandala
is characterized below by David Morgan. Of course, he does not refer to the Dandaron mandala, which he was not familiar with. He speaks about those mandala
depictions that comprise both natural, e.g. historical figures, and supernatural
beings, usually known from various Tibetan Buddhist pantheons:
“A host of divine figures and lamas are pictured around the outer circle, which contains a pictorial narrative of teachings that circumscribe the central, symmetrical feature of the mandala, inside which are located the deity and his consort. Devotees prepare for mediation by careful study of the image, learning the procedure and meaning
of its stages and undergoing an initiation rite to prepare them for union with the god,
whose sexual union with emptiness, or no soul, signifies the goal of the meditator.
Careful study of the mandala, as one study put it, helps devotees visualize themselves
within the realm of the deity. Once inside the perfected universe of the deity, the
practitioner can move a step closer towards spiritual enlightenment.”8

2.2 Academic approach
The academic approach involves knowledge of (not identification with) the previous approach; it attempts to describe, analyze and include the religious and
historical context of Dandaron’s sangha and his mandala. David Morgan, cited
above, writes:
“To investigate an image as a social reality means to regard its significance as the result
of both its original production and its ongoing history of reception.”9

The author points out that every image which enters a social reality must be
examined as part of that reality. The same applies to the Dandaron mandala,
the first print made on the 19th day of the month of October. This concordance allowed us to say:
‘The teacher became united with the zhinkhor (mandala)’.” Vladimir M. Montlevich (ed.), Bidia D.
Dandaron – Izbrannye stati…, p. 454.
7
See http://pravidya.net.
8
David Morgan, The Sacred Gaze…, p. 30.
9
Morgan David, The Sacred Gaze …, p. 32.
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which became part, albeit not a dominant one, of the contemporary and recent
history of Buryat Buddhism. Its importance is accentuated by the period in
which it was created: the Leonid Brezhnev era of clandestine religious activity.
However, it did not get lost in the KGB archives. Instead it appeared in
a temple in Ulan-Ude at the turn of the last century. A color reproduction was
published in a book, and selected details are available on-line. The relationship
between the creation of the Dandaron mandala and its subsequent and recent
dissemination has become loose; the mandala has ceased to be closely and
clearly associated with Dandaron’s group. Instead, it has become public
property, whose religious dimension has gradually faded into the background
and lost its dominant character.
If you want to understand the Dandaron mandala, it is paramount to understand the historical context of its conception first, because the mandala, inter
alia, portrays a visual account of that context. Due description and analysis of the
mandala may only be performed on the basis of a certain level of familiarity with
the history of Tibetan Buddhism and the Buryat religion.10 In order to under
take an academic description and analysis, you must know how believers use the
mandala and what their attitude to, and understanding of, the mandala is.
One of the prerequisites for an academic interpretation of the mandala is
a certain understanding of its religious background (the traditional Vajrabhairava
mandala in Tibet, Mongolia and Buryatia) and the specific historical context of
the Buryat sangha in the Russian and Soviet state, as well as the interconnected
context of the spread of Buddhism to south-east Siberia. In particular it means
that it is necessary to be aware of the life story (including mythology, or recent
hagiography) of Bidia D. Dandaron and the concrete circumstances which gave
rise to the creation of the mandala. We must highlight the three most important
elements of the mandala that reveal its essence: the relationship between the
tradition and modernity in Dandaron’s sangha, which illustrates the time and
conditions of its emergence. Namely, it is a depiction of Dandaron’s line of
previous rebirths captured in the mandala, where B. D. Dandaron is depicted
as a khubilgan. Another key element for understanding the mandala is the
correct identification of figures and events – both historical and mythical – which
are present in the mandala and have a known photographic model. Another
interesting feature is the identification of places found in the so-called cemetery
circle of the Dandaron mandala.
10
For history of the relationship between the sangha and state in Buryatia see e.g. Nikolay
V. Tsyrempilov, “Chuzhie lamy: Rossiiskaya politika v otnoshenii zagranichnogo buddiiskogo
dukhovenstva v 18 – nachale 19 v.” [‘Alien’ Lamas: Russian Policy toward Foreign Buddhist Clergy in
the Eighteenth to Early Twentieth Centuries, in Russian], Vestnik SPbGU, ser. 13, 2010, vypusk 4, pp.
9–18; see also Nikolay V. Tsyrempilov, “Alien Lamas: Russian policy towards foreign Buddhist clergy
in the 18th – early 20th centuries”, Inner Asia 14/2, 2012, pp. 245–255.
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Fig. 29

Dandaron mandala, right upper corner.
Fig. 28

Dandaron mandala, author Aleksandr Ivanovich Zheleznov, 1974. The real size, material and dyes of the original are unknown.
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The understanding of the religious background of the mandala is primarily
based on the traditional Vajrabhairava mandalas in Tibet, Mongolia and
Buryatia. Particularly the Buryat mandalas served as a model for the Dandaron
mandala. According to Vladimir M. Montlevich, the authorship of the mandala
must be attributed to the whole of Dandaron’s sangha. Zheleznov’s role as the
painter was certainly essential, but he must have discussed the object, the setting
and the colors with the other members. He could not have acted upon his own
decision. Although not mentioned by Vladimir M. Montlevich, we may assume
that a principal role in its creation was played by Bidia D. Dandaron himself.
In the right upper corner of the mandala, no figure closely connected with
Dandaron can be found. In this respect it differs from the other three corners,
which contain realistic portraits of Dandaron. Along the outer perimeter of the
mandala, there are seven offerings in bowls made from human skulls, Skt. kapala (Tib. thopa /thod pa/). They are placed in a row and at its end lies a white
“pipe”, made from a human thighbone (Tib. kangling /rkang rling/, or kangdung /rkang dung/).11 Kapala is a bowl for the nectar of immortality, made of the
calvaria – the top of human skull. A cloud of smoke emanates from the “pipe”,
creating the background, a smoke aura, for the figure of the sitting Padmasambhava (Skt. literally Lotus-Born, Tib. Pema Jungne /padma ‘byung gnas/, in Tibet
known as Guru Rinpoche /gu ru rin po che/, literally Precious Master), Kashmiri
scholar, tantric master and “subduer of demons”. Padmasambhava brought the
Indian, tantric form of Buddhism to Tibet during the reign of the Tibetan king
Thrisong Detsen (/khri srong lde btsan/, 754–797).
In the corner next to Padmasambhava, stands a figure named Simhamukha,
a blue deity with the human body and lion head, jumping on a naked human
corpse. In his right hand he holds a curved knife, Skt. kartri (Tib. digug /gri gug/),
in his left hand he holds a kapala, filled with blood, and a staff, Skt. khatvanga (Tib.
khatamga /kha twam ga/).12 An interesting connection between this deity and B.
D. Dandaron has been reported. A year before his death, on 28 October 1973, B.
D. Dandaron wrote a letter from prison to Nadezhda Sanzhimitypovna Munkina:
“You write that you are worried about how I experience the turning point between the
two finitenesses. It is necessary to perform the Sendemyn Dogzhur [protective ritual of
the dakini Simhamukha, note of Vladimir M. Montlevich], and therefore it is advisable
to visit the Eravna old man [Lama Agramba Gatavon, note of Vladimir M. Montlevich],
or to do it in another way.”13
11 For more details about kapála and kandling see e.g. Robert Beer, The Handbook of Tibetan Buddhist Symbols, Chicago – London: Serindia Publications 2003, pp. 110–112.
12 For more details about the knife and the staff see e.g. Robert Beer, The Handbook of Tibetan
Buddhist Symbols…, pp. 102, 112–113.
13 Vladimir M. Montlevich (ed.), Bidia D. Dandaron – Izbrannye stati…, p. 422.
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